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It was an amazing day – the beginning of the future. Groundbreaking was so well 
organized and so festive. The Honorable Kjell Bergh, Consul to Tanzania, USA and 
I had breakfast at 8:00, were joined by Rev. Dr. Brighton Juel Katabaro, 
Coordinator for KARUCO, then were taken to the KARUCO site with Rev. Dr. Benson 
Bagonza, Bishop and Founder of KARUCO, at 9:00.  The Chinese workers are hard at 
work on the road although it is still under construction and deeply rutted.  We 
entered KARASECO (Karagwe Secondary School) and on to the adjacent KARUCO via a 
new road--not even built on my last visit to the site in 2010.  We headed to the 
groundbreaking site where the new administration and classroom buildings were 
already under construction and the laborers hard at work. 
 

 
 
 
Author Note: Photos courtesy of Rev Oscar Samwel Shubira and Ms. Anne Juel Katabaro of Karagwe, Tanzania; 
and Dr. Jan B. Hansen, Minnesota, USA.   



We arrived at the festive site with colorful tents and people milling around.  In 
the background were the laborers, hard at work constructing the foundation for 
the administration building.  A little farther on was another group of local 
laborers working to build the classrooms.   
 
 

 
 
Music filled the air as the choir practiced what we later learned was a song and 
dance created specifically for the groundbreaking. The women were in brand new 
dresses they had made of bright orange satin on top and classy African indigo and 
other blues on the bottom.  It brought tears to my eyes to see my friend Rebecca 
in the group singing and dancing her heart out.  Inspiring. 
 

 



The Evangelical Lutheran Church of Tanzania (ELCT) Karagwe Diocese General 
Secretary, Mr. Erasto Kamihanda, escorted Kjell Bergh and me to a place reserved 
for us--a table under one of the tents. We sat, got a program in Swahili from 
Brighton, and just took in the sights and sounds.   
 

 
 
I am glad to have had this experience with Kjell- he is in his element with 
official and ceremonial tasks and is calm company. He is also ever mindful of the 
presence and mindsets of politicians and is diligent at encouraging them to do 
more.  My style is informal so I had to deal with my discomfort, trepidation 
about making mistakes and reminded myself to not take myself too seriously.  
Either of us could have done it solo, but together we represented Minnesota and 
our country well. 
   

       



 
 
 
We waited for the arrival of the Minister of Agriculture, the Honorable Eng. Mr. 
Christopher Chiza and after he arrived, Brighton asked us to go to the tower site 
with a group.  I rode up the 'hill' with the bishop and Kjell.   
 
 

 
 



It was great to revisit this inspirational site and look out at the 360 degree 
panorama of the thousand acres of what will be KARUCO.   
 
 

 
 
 
I met several dignitaries on the hill, one being the Hon. Mr. Christopher Chiza, 
Eng. and Minister of Agriculture for Tanzania, and another the Hon. Mr. Gozibert 
Blandes, member of Parliament.   
 

    



Once on top, we were asked to approach a tent area where there was a small table.  
Individually and in order of importance, we were asked to sign the visitor book.  
Ms. Edina Henry, Manager of Guest Services at the Kayanga Hotel--my friend--
facilitated.  She and Emmanuel were dignified and smooth, attending to each 
person's need as Tanzanians are so adept at doing.  Signing the visitor book on 
groundbreaking day on top of the hill was a poignant experience.   
 

 
 
There were about ten vehicles on top of that small hill and almost miraculously, 
they seemed to 'fit'.  We headed back down and once back to the KARUCO 
groundbreaking site, we resumed our seats under the tent.   
 

 
 



The groundbreaking began with a worship service to thank God for all He has done 
and to ask His blessing on KARUCO.  Bishop Benson Bagonza, Brighton and the choir 
got things started.  The honored guests were welcomed.  The list was long and in 
typical Tanzanian fashion, each of the 13 special guests and groups were 
carefully thanked.  Brighton prepared an English version of this introduction 
that included the honored guests (attached at the end of this report).  I was 
happy have it to help get a bigger picture of all those who care about KARUCO.   
   

 
 
I caught just a few words in Swahili but couldn't follow along, but the liturgy 
was similar to other Lutheran services so the rhythm and flow made sense.  
 

 



The Honorable Vice Chancellor of Tumaini University Makumira, Rev. Professor 
Joseph Parsalaw, sat to my left and translated for me at critical points.  I 
doubt that was in his job description for the day, but like most Tanzanians I 
know, the professor met another person's need when he saw it. The bishop's sermon 
was on 'Faith' and belief in the unseen. Fitting for the day. One speaker, later 
in the day, thanked the bishop for what she said was the shortest African service 
she had ever attended. The audience applauded heartily.  
 

 
 
Toward the end of the service, the honored guests were invited to stand at the 
groundbreaking stone in the center of everyone.  This was the highlight for me. 
 

 



The Groundbreaking Stone 
The ELCT made a 3-D triangle about 4.5 feet tall.  The bishop invited the honored 
guests 1) Honorable Minister of Agriculture, Engineer Christopher Chiza;  
2) Honorable Kjell Bergh, Consul of Tanzania, U.S.A. and Professor Jan Hansen, 
CEO Educate Tanzania; to join 3) the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Tanzania 
(ELCT) at the groundbreaking stone in front. The marker was covered in satin and 
draped with yellow ribbon around it. The bishops prayed, thanking God for 
bringing KARUCO into reality and for each person's contribution. The bishops 
prayed specifically for ETI and the other honored guests.  ETI was singled out 
more than once over the course of the day for being 'dear' and 'beloved'.  The 
bishops asked God's blessing on our time together and on KARUCO - amen.  Each of 
us was given a scissor and then cued to cut the ribbon. Cut! We lifted the cloth.   
 

 
 
I saw immediately the 24"x18" gold colored inset at the base.   
 
 

 



 
 
Very touching.    
 
 

 



 
 
The service closed and the choir sang and danced during the short time between 
the worship service and the groundbreaking ceremony.  Brighton then escorted 
Kjell and me to the next tent over to sit at the table for honored guests.  After 
some well-deserved fanfare, the Groundbreaking Program began.   
 

 
 

 
* * * * * * 



The Groundbreaking Program 

Bishop Benson Bagonza welcomed and introduced the honored guests.   
 

 
 
 

 
 



After more welcomes and thanks, the speeches began.  I had braced myself for this 
part so that I could sit patiently and listen to the four speeches before mine, 
and the two after, and perhaps a few more if conditions were ‘right’.  The first 
four speeches seemed motivating and lively although I had to rely on Brighton's 
'real time' translation for the actual content (I really must get better at 
Swahili)!   
 

      
 
The Vice Chancellor from Tumaini finished and then it was my turn. 
 
I went to the podium- with a small frontal cloth.  I arranged my notes and saw 
that Brighton had joined me to translate.  ETI board member, Gracious Msuya had 
translated my speech and helped me practice Swahili. But given my exhaustion, I 
agreed to have an interpreter and deliver it in English instead. I looked out and 
took in the site of people encircling the area- all gathered to break ground for 
KARUCO.  Governmental dignitaries, commissioners, a member of Parliament, the 
American Consul to Tanzania, bishops, professors, church people, students, church 
leaders, educators, parents, neighbors - young and old, all here to celebrate 
KARUCO.  Hope was visible and palpable.   
 

 



Brighton began with my requested apology for speaking in English and explained 
that I am just learning to speak Swahili. I then began with the usual--addressing 
the honored guests and thanking them for inviting me to the groundbreaking.  I 
greeted everyone on behalf of the board of directors of Educate Tanzania and 
especially from my husband, Steve.  Everyone laughed when Brighton translated so 
he leaned over and said, 'everyone is laughing because I said 'my husband Steve'.  
Then I laughed. I went on to share with Brighton translating.     
 

 
 
I shared that this groundbreaking is a joyous event that we will remember for the 
rest of our lives because today is the day that KARUCO moves from a hope in 
people's minds to becoming a reality that we can see with our own eyes.  KARUCO 
is like an infant child that is born and that today we see it take its first 
step.  I told how I came to Karagwe in 2008 and had four hours to decide to come; 
I shared how I fell in love with the people (applause), how I was introduced to 
Bishop Bagonza’s concept paper for KARUCO, and how I helped Bweranyange Girls 
School get its first curriculum.  The audience liked it when I said that I 
returned with my husband Steve in 2010 and visited farms and other towns in 
Karagwe and revisited the concept of KARUCO.  I told them that when the bishop 
invited Steve and me to be ambassadors for KARUCO, we said 'yes'.  
 

    



I shared a bit about the history of ETI and how we are working very hard to help 
build KARUCO.  Several times during my speech, there was spontaneous applause.  
Near the end, I presented the "touchstones".  Mr. Emmanuel who had been assisting 
all day, helped me by holding up each stone for the crowd to see as I spoke.  
Later, the photo of this almost made me cry.  I was careful to say that these 
stones do not honor ourselves but instead honor the donors who care about KARUCO 
and who contribute to help make it happen.  ETI hopes that the people whose names 
are on the stones and who the stones represent, will visit Karagwe and its 
people; will visit KARUCO, and will touch the stones.   
 
In Honor of the Oswald Family Foundation I took time to share that the Oswald 
Family Foundation of Minnesota was the first large donor to invest in ETI and 
KARUCO.  Julie Oswald, who is the Executive Director, met with me in 2011 when we 
were just 5 months old and encouraged ETI to apply for a start up grant.  The 
Oswald Family Foundation believed in the vision of KARUCO before ETI had any 
track record of achievements.  When I shared that the Oswald Family Foundation 
donated even more than the initial grant, the people clapped with joy.  ETI's 
hope is that Julie Oswald and her family and friends will find their way to 
Tanzania and touch the stones that honor the ideals of the Oswald Family 
Foundation and the difference they make through their support of educational 
causes.  They will be welcomed heartily. I presented the touchstone to honor the 
Oswald Family Foundation to the bishop and he gladly received it. 
 

 
In Honor of the Oswald Family Foundation 

 
In Memory of Jacqueline Nolte Jones 
The second stone was presented in memory of Minnesota philanthropist and 
supporter of education, Jacqueline Nolte Jones.  Jacqueline was from a long line 
of educators who made big differences in the lives of many by lifelong 
commitments and contributions to education and related causes.  I told those at 
the groundbreaking that Mrs. Jones became aware of the goals and vision of ETI 
and KARUCO through her son, Christopher, who was a student of mine at the 



University of St. Thomas in Minnesota. Before she passed away in 2011, she shared 
with Christopher that she would like to make a "game-changing difference" and 
would like to donate $55,000 USD to ETI for the KARUCO project.  This large gift 
from the Estate of Jacqueline Nolte Jones made the groundbreaking today possible.  
ETI's hope is that Jacqueline's family and all who loved her would find their way 
to the people of Karagwe and would be able to honor Jacqueline's memory and the 
ideals she upheld as they touch the stone at KARUCO.  On behalf of Educate 
Tanzania, I presented the touchstone in memory of Jacqueline Nolte Jones to the 
bishop and he gladly received it. 
 
 

 
In Memory of Jacqueline Nolte Jones 

 
 
In Honor of Educate Tanzania 
The third touchstone honored Educate Tanzania, Minnesota, USA.  I was careful to 
say that the stone does not honor ourselves but instead honors the hundreds of 
donors and volunteers who care about KARUCO and support ETI (applause).  I 
mentioned the dedication of our volunteers and the contributions of many--big and 
small--that all together make KARUCO possible.  My hope is that the 450 people in 
our data base will each find their way to the people of Karagwe, Tanzania and 
will find this touchstone at KARUCO.  I presented the touchstone to the bishop 
and he gladly accepted.  I couldn't help but be moved by Emmanuel who looked so 
proud as he delivered each of the three stones to the bishop.    



 

 
In Honor of Educate Tanzania, Inc. (ETI) 

 
In closing my speech, I told the people of Karagwe that this was one of the best 
days of my life because I am privileged to participate in something that is 
making a difference.  I reminded the people that ETI will continue to work with 
the people of Karagwe as partners and friends to help build KARUCO.  This was a 
beautiful day. I looked out at the people and felt the hope. 
 
My heart nearly burst as I sat down- relieved it was over and satisfied with how 
it went.  I received quite a bit of feedback that the ideas were appreciated and 
that people understood what ETI has done and wants to do to support KARUCO.   
 
*** 
 
Directly following me was Kjell Bergh, introduced as the Honorable Kjell Bergh, 
Ambassador to Tanzania, USA.  Kjell looked very ambassadorial and greeted the 
dignitaries and all others in the proper, official but not pretentious way.  He 
then teased that he had climbed Kilimanjaro 3 times but that his most demanding 
time in Tanzania so far was his ride on the bumpy, unfinished road to KARUCO.  He 
kiddingly said that if the road is not finished next time he comes, he will have 
to fly his plane to Karagwe.  Kjell applauded the good work of those in various 
places coming together to help build KARUCO.  He encouraged all to continue the 
solid work and remain in roles that ensure contributions to KARUCO. 



 
 
One spontaneous speech came from Mr. Gozibert Blandes, member of Parliament, who 
donated 10 million Tanzanian schillings (about $6,300 USD).  He encouraged others 
to do the same and offered his commitment that he would continue to help support 
KARUCO.  I had met him on Tower Point and was glad to see his support. 
 

 



Brighton then introduced the Honorable Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Christopher 
Chiza.  He is a respected government official who supports agricultural efforts 
that will make a difference.  Of course, he greeted everyone properly, even 
remarking that he and Kjell had worn the same Tanzanian-themed tie.  He thanked 
everyone for their efforts.  Brighton helped me understand by translating during 
the speech. The minister started by calling up a KARASECO (Karagwe Secondary 
School) student who had written the minister a note that day, saying that he was 
proud to be from the same area as the minister.  The minister then opened his 
wallet and gave the young man two orange bills, and the student went away happy.  
 

 
 
The minister was lively and energetic and made about every point imaginable that 
aligned with the philosophy and vision for KARUCO. Hands on applications, ethics, 
environmental sustainability, agri-business, creative and critical thinking, 
entrepreneurship, etc.  As the minister's vision was delivered, an emotional and 
mental paradigm shift was almost palpable.  A broader view of agriculture, 
centered around KARUCO, was made known and endorsed.  There is a beauty about a 
group of people hearing the same thing at the same time.  The minister thanked 
people and singled out ETI as being significant in making KARUCO a reality.  It 
felt nice.  He then committed ten million Tanzanian Schillings to the project.  
At 2:30 PM, Tanzanian time, 6:30AM CST, the minister announced, "I hearby 
establish the official groundbreaking for KARUCO- Karagwe University College!".   
 
And the people cheered. 



Our Tanzanian friends had organized a piece of the program to show gratitude to 
the honored guests. The bishop called me up first, expressed deep and sincere 
thanks, and presented me with two wrapped gifts. He then presented gifts to 
Kjell, and then the minister of Agriculture also. Importantly I was given a 
traditional gift of ground nuts wrapped very cleverly in banana leaves. Very 
touching. (Edina later roasted these for me and let me just say that there is 
nothing quite like fresh roasted organic ground nuts from Tanzania.) 
 
  

 
 
Gifts 
 

                 
 
Traditional ground nuts wrapped in banana     Family carving 

 
 
 



 
 
Traditional farming methods, the river of transformation, KARUCO and a transformed community 
 

* * * * * * 
 

Celebration 

 
A prayer and invitation to come eat.  Of course, the best cook in Karagwe, Edina 
Henry, Manager of Guest Services at Kayanga Hotel made the food.  The spread of 
rice, bananas, potatoes, meat and sauces was a welcome sight.  I filled my plate 
and was invited to sit by the Minister of Agriculture to my left and Kjell Bergh 
to my right.  As we ate, the bishop remarked what great points the minister made.  
I agreed heartily and thanked him for his vision and insight for his people.  He 
shared some points about having talked with the bishop via phone and how they 
shared similar views about transformation in rural communities through 
improvement of agricultural practices.  Mr. Chiza asked about ETI so I shared 
that the curriculum team from the U of MN and from EARTH University are coming to 
Karagwe in January.  The minister acted very interested and said he would love to 
make time for them if they travel through Dar es Salaam.  He then gave me his 
business card and invited me to contact him with details.  He and Kjell then 
swapped thoughts on economic development in Tanzania while Oscar took photos.   



 
 
Ambassador Kjell Bergh   Professor Jan B. Hansen    Minister of Agriculture      Bishop Dr. Benson Bagonza 
Consul Tanzania (USA)   CEO, Educate Tanzania     Hon. Christopher Chiza Karagwe Diocese, ELCT 

        

 
 
I took a quick ‘look-see’ of the administration and classroom buildings. 
  

 



 
 
 
The local laborers worked through the entire groundbreaking service and program. 
 
 

 
 
 



Eventually we finished our food, and prepared to leave. An elderly man stood next 
to me and I learned he was Jonathan Katabaro, Brighton's father.  He was in a 
suit and appeared very proud.  He looks like Brighton with his wide smile and 
kind eyes.  I was glad to meet him.  I later learned that he and two others in 
their late seventies, had walked from their homes fourteen kilometers away to 
attend the groundbreaking.  They left their homes before the sun was up. I am 
struck with how the elders are investing in their youth.  Hope is palpable.   
 

 
 
After milling and an extended African good-bye, the bishop, Kjell and I shared a 
ride to Kayanga.  We basked in the afterglow of KARUCO Groundbreaking.   
 

 
 

What a day! 



 
 



 
 



 



     
 

   
 

 
 

The Future 
KARESECO students reflect on KARUCO  



Welcome to the Groundbreaking for KARUCO – Karagwe University College 
Dr. Brighton Juel Katabaro, Coordinator for KARUCO 

 

 



 



 



 


